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DARLINGTON COUNTY, S.C. (WBTW) — A bridge replacement project will slow

traf�c on North Main Street in Darlington County, but one lane of traf�c in each

direction will be maintained throughout the project, according to the South Carolina

Department of Transportation.

by: Dennis Bright

Posted: Jan 11, 2022 / 03:22 PM EST / Updated: Jan 11, 2022 / 08:42 PM EST
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SCDOT replacing Swift Creek bridge on 
Highway 52 Business in Darlington County
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The project to replace the Swift Creek bridge on Highway 52 Business, which is also

known as North Main Street, is not expected to be completed until the spring of

2023, SCDOT said in a post on Twitter.

The bridge is located about .36 miles north of Pearl Street and 2.58 miles south of N.

Governor Williams Highway in downtown Darlington.

The new bridge is being built in stages, and crews have already begun narrowing the

roadway to two lanes and shifting traf�c to the south side of the existing bridge,

SCDOT said. Pedestrian access across the bridge will be maintained.

SCDOT said message boards, concrete barriers, barrels and other signs will be in

place throughout the project to alert motorists about reduced lanes and traf�c

shifts.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Road work to cause delays, closures during construction on US-17 bridge (WPDE �le photo)

CONWAY, S.C. (WPDE) — An upcoming routine bridge inspection in Conway will cause a lane

closure on U.S. 501.

Upcoming bridge inspection in Conway to close lane on Hwy 501

by Alexx Altman-Devilbiss

Tuesday, January 11th 2022
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SCDOT will perform the bridge inspection going northbound between Kingston Street and

Depot Road.

TRENDING: Earthquake count in South Carolina grows to 12

A single lane closure will begin on Tuesday, Jan. 25 through the morning of Friday, Jan. 28

beginning at 9 p.m. and ending at 5 a.m. the next morning.

Sponsored Links

Hope Health Supply

The New Face Mask That's Causing A Spike In Sales In
South Carolina

The inspection work will require a �agging operation to allow for bridge inspection equipment

on the deck and to access the underside of the bridge. Flagging operations will occur in each

direction.

Drivers are asked to drive safely and follow the signage.

MORE TO EXPLORE
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Greenville City Council Notes: E.
Washington tunnel along SRT to become
pedestrian-friendly
Mike McMillan · January 11, 2022
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Greenville City Council approved closing part of the East Washington Street tunnel — also
referred to as the Richland Way underpass — to vehicular traf�c as a way of increasing safety
along the Prisma Health Swamp Rabbit Trail.

Council previously discussed the measure at a work session but wanted public input before
making a decision. The previous arrangement allowed for two-way vehicular traf�c while
sharing pedestrian traf�c. The tunnel has poor visibility and sight lines, according to Calin
Owens, mobility coordinator with the city, making it dangerous to mix pedestrian and vehicle
traf�c without any modi�cations.

Two public meetings, with nearly 80 attendees, overwhelmingly supported closing both lanes
of the East Washington Street tunnel.

“We’ve had a lot of really, really good discussions,” Owens said. He didn’t have a date when the
tunnel would be closed.

Greenville County EMS, the city police department, �re department and the South Carolina
Department of Transportation all supported closing the tunnel to vehicular traf�c.

39 Richland Way
Greenville, South Carolina
View on Google Maps

Report a problem© 2022 Google

The Richland Way tunnel.
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Approved on first reading: Rezoning on Hampton
Avenue
City council approved rezoning of about 1.5 acres on Hampton Avenue to convert the
Thompson building into affordable housing.

“The Thompson building has been a problem for the community for years,” said
councilwoman Lillian Brock Flemming. “People assumed it was a dumping area.”

A new apartment building would be the centerpiece of the site, and the exterior would
resemble piano keys, according to renderings provided by Jay Graham, Planning and
Development Services director.

The �nal development plan must be submitted within three years of the �nal rezone approval.

Approved on first reading: Rezoning Enclave
Laurens area

City of Greenville, South Carolina, Council Formal Meeting - January 10, 2022City of Greenville, South Carolina, Council Formal Meeting - January 10, 2022
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Council approved rezoning 12.8 acres on North Pleasantburg Drive, Laurens Road and Airport
Road. Plans call for multiple buildings built near the Swamp Rabbit Trail, including a mixed-
use parking deck, apartments and of�ce buildings. Plans also call for green space and some
units affordable housing.

As with the Hampton Avenue development, the �nal development plan must be submitted
within three years of the �nal rezone approval.
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ASK LAFLEUR

Ask Angelia: Why are the lights out on a
portion of Interstate 85 in Greenville
County?

Published 7:01 a.m. ET Jan. 12, 2022

Question: "I've noticed for several years that the lights mounted on the concrete divider in
the middle of I-85 between Mauldin Road (and maybe even further north) and the Saluda
River do not work. Also, a number of the pole-mounted lights at the interchanges do not
operate. Would you be able to find out when SCDOT plans to repair these?"

Answer: At the moment, it's not clear when or if those lights will be repaired.

Pete Poore, spokesperson for the state Department of Transportation (DOT), said the current
lighting system there is non-repairable, but the issue may be addressed during future
widening.

The overhead lighting on I-85, from Mile Marker 41 to 46, was installed in the late 1990s
when I-85 was widened and the Interchange was being built, Poore said.

"The lighting is in very bad condition and we have repaired as much of the system that we
can," he said.

The current SCDOT policy is if the local county or city requests lighting, we would enter into
an agreement for maintenance and cost of installation with them."

That is not something Greenville County is currently considering, according to Bob Mihalic,
Greenville County Governmental Affairs coordinator.

I also reached out to Beth Brotherton, director of communications and neighborhood
relations for the city of Greenville, but did not get a response Tuesday.

The I-85/385 Gateway project does not have any lighting, Poore said.

Angelia L. Davis

Greenville News
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He said the next I-85 widening project is on the list to be done and it will be determined at
that time if lighting will be included.

I-85 is slated to go from six to eight lanes from near State 153 (Exit 40) to near SC 85 (Exit
69), with any associated bridge and Interchange improvements required due to interstate
width, the DOT website said.

Do you have a question you want answered? Send it to me at
davisal@gannett.com or via mail to Angelia Davis, 32 E. Broad St., Greenville,
SC 29601.
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Concerns arise over whether an emergency lane is needed on IOP Connector. SOURCE - WCIV

ISLE OF PALMS, S.C. (WCIV) — The Isle of Palms Connector no longer has its emergency lane.

New Mayor Phillip Pounds would like to see that lane come back.

ADVERTISEMENT

IOP Connector emergency lane talked about by leaders, residents

by Amy Russo

Tuesday, January 11th 2022
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"I think we can still have a bike lane, pedestrian lane and the emergency lane the way it was

con�gured before," said Mayor Pounds.
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Concerns arise over whether an emergency lane is needed on IOP Connector. SOURCE - WCIV

He wants it done by Memorial Day.

"I’m not sure any additional changes to the IOP Connector are going to change any of the safety

issues for motorists, any of the space for motorists other than to take away from vulnerable

road users," said Charleston Moves Executive Director Katie Zimmerman.

READ MORE: Charleston Police Department receives $900K grant to combat opioid epidemic

She says the connector is good as it, but island residents disagree.

"If you’re on the island and you have a medical emergency getting o� the island can be

problematic," said IOP resident Glenda Nemes.

South Carolina Department of Transportation leaders say the width of the lanes are still the

same, so the connector is wide enough for cars to pull over for emergency vehicles.

READ MORE: Travel nurses in high demand amid surging COVID cases

But why change the connector in the �rst place?

"Our complete streets we have been working with the city with the county a lot of groups to

introduce bike lanes where possible," said Pete Poore with SCDOT.

The IOP Connector is a state owned road.

READ MORE: Colleton County School District transitioning all schools to virtual learning
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IOP leaders say they're hopeful they can create a compromise with SCDOT.
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Preparing for the next big earthquake is vital as SC sees uptick
in seismic activity
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A house on Tradd Street in Charleston was wrecked by the earthquake in ����. Thirteen small earthquakes have been

recorded in South Carolina since Christmas Day. U.S. Geological Survey/Provided

Thirteen earthquakes have rattled parts of South Carolina since Christmas Day. And
although none have been major earthquakes — de�ned as a �.� magnitude or higher
— now presents an opportune time for the state’s residents to prepare for the next
big tremor.

https://www.postandcourier.com/users/profile/Shamira%20McCray
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Twelve of the most recent quakes were recorded in the Lugo�-Elgin area of the
Midlands. They ranged from �.� to �.� magnitude. 

One earthquake, a magnitude �.�, was recorded on Jan. � near Ladson in the
Lowcountry. The two latest events were both reported in the Lugo�-Elgin area on
Jan. ��, according to state data.

Despite these recent reports, scientists are not alarmed by the uptick in seismic
activity, and say it falls in line with historic trends.

The severity of an earthquake is unpredictable, just like the ability to determine
when one will happen. So knowing what to do in the event the ground begins to
move is vital.

Here are a few tips on how to prepare.

Earthquake insurance

Events like earthquakes are not covered by typical homeowners insurance policies.
But a separate policy, speci�cally for earthquakes, can cover the structural and
foundational damage that typically occurs to a home or building during major
seismic activity. 

Just like automobile or homeowners insurance, there are deductibles associated
with earthquake policies. But they are generally higher, said Ray Farmer, director of
the S.C. Department of Insurance, and can range from zero to �� percent of the
value of the property. 

Property including a home, belongings and outside structures like detached garages
may all have individual deductibles, according to the Insurance Department. 

��������

SC had at least �� earthquakes in ����. Here’s what scientists say.

�� ������� ������� �����������������������.���
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Coverage details and rates vary by location and company. People should ultimately
pick the plan that works best for their budget and needs, while also considering the
cost to replace possessions, the value of the home and where they would live if it
becomes uninhabitable, said Mary Joseph, a State Farm agent in Charleston.

Joseph urges potential buyers to �rst check with their carrier to see if earthquake
insurance is an option and under what conditions damage would be covered. 

“There are di�erent variables as far as what kind of deductible would I (the policy
holder) have to shoulder before my coverage would take into place,” Joseph said. 

And there could be stipulations on when earthquake coverage can be added on to an
existing policy.

Insurance companies only sold $��.� million in earthquake premiums in ����, but
$�.�� billion in homeowners insurance and $���.� million in �ood insurance
premiums, Farmer said.

“I would encourage all of our citizens to take these gentle reminders and focus on
what would happen to your property, to your home in the event that we have a
major earthquake,” he said.

�������� ����

Small earthquakes north of Fort Jackson felt in Columbia area
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When an earthquakes shakes the ground

Earthquakes can happen any time of the day, and several of the latest ones felt in
South Carolina occurred late at night or during the early hours of the morning.

Residents should be prepared no matter when the ground begins to shake.

The S.C. Emergency Management Division encourages people to keep a pair of
shoes and �ashlight secured underneath their bed, but within reach, in case they
wake up to the ground shaking.

If in bed, folks should stay there during the earthquake, turn onto their stomachs
and cover the head and neck areas with a pillow. Remain that way until the shaking
has stopped.

A bulldozer brings down homes in the Marina district of San Francisco as people watch from the roof of another building

on Oct. ��, ����. The Marina district was devastated by the �.� earthquake that rocked the San Francisco Bay area. State

o�cials in South Carolina say there are several things residents here can do to prepare for earthquakes. File/John Swart/AP

���� �����
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“Once the ground does stop shaking, you want to put on those shoes that you have
secured to your bed just in case anything’s fallen to the ground and becomes a
hazard,” said Brandon Lavorgna, a public information coordinator with the EMD.

Survey the area and assess anyone in the home using the �ashlight. 

Lavorgna said a lot of people want to run to the doorway or outside when the
ground starts shaking, but “it’s the last thing you want to do.”

If it’s daytime when an earthquake occurs, quickly get down on the �oor and
underneath a sturdy desk or table.

“Cover your head. Hold on to that item, that piece of furniture with your other hand,
and hold on until it stops shaking,” Lavorgna said.

People who are outside should also fall to the ground and cover their head and neck.
If possible, stay away from trees, powerlines, signs and anything that could fall.

It is important to not leave a safe location, whether inside or outside, until the
shaking has ended. 

Secure property

Common earthquake hazards include picture frames, desktop computers, ceiling
fans, bookcases and TVs.

EMD recommends securely fastening frames to walls and relocating heavy pictures
and mirrors away from beds or areas where they could fall on people. Strap
bookcases and shelves to walls to prevent them from tipping, and make sure
computers are secured to the desk with double-sided Velcro or some other means. 

����

Monday’s activity serves as reminder that Palme�o State is in ‘earthquake

country’
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TVs are less hazardous when �xed to a wall, table or other surface.

“If you haven’t had your ceiling fan checked out in a while, have someone come in
and make sure it is properly installed and properly secured,” Lavorgna said.

Know where to �nd utilities like water heaters and how to shut them o�. Appliances
should have �exible connections.

It is not a bad idea to have chimneys checked out, too, especially in older-model
brick homes. The goal is to make sure it is up to code, secure and won’t fall through
the roof or on someone who is outside.

For more information
An S.C. Earthquake Guide can be found on EMD’s website and provides more
safety tips, including what to put in a disaster supply kit.

The recent low-magnitude earthquakes in the Palmetto State haven’t caused
reported damages or injuries, Lavorgna said, adding, “that’s all we can hope for
when these happen because you can’t predict earthquakes.”

Damage does not usually occur unless
an earthquake magnitude reaches
somewhere above � or �, the U.S.
Geological Survey reports.

The largest South Carolina temblor in
the last �� years, a �.� magnitude
earthquake recorded in ����, was
centered close to the Kings Grant
subdivision near Dorchester Road in
Summerville. The epicenter of the so-
called Great Earthquake of ���� was

The ���� earthquake caused extensive damage to property in

Charleston. Most of the recent earthquakes in South

Carolina have been recorded in the Midlands region. U.S.

Geological Survey/Provided

http://scemd.cdn.missc.net/media/1009/sc-earthquake-guide.pdf
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/
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Shamira McCray covers climate change and the environment for the Post and Courier. Follow her on

Twi�er at @ShamiraTweets.

located in the same area. This �.� magnitude quake killed ��� people in the
Lowcountry and damaged buildings in Charleston and Summerville.

Research has concluded that a magnitude � is the biggest earthquake to likely ever
have been felt in the Midlands, according to state geologist C. Scott Howard. 

“The faults just aren’t capable of anything bigger,” Howard said.

That could change, but more research and a better understanding of the eastern
Piedmont fault system are needed to be sure. 

Follow Shamira McCray on Twitter @ShamiraTweets.
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LOCAL NEWS

Six lanes are now down to two, with drivers having to merge on Devine

Street until they reach the light at Rosewood Drive.

COLUMBIA, S.C. — A water main break last week has local drivers feeling like they are driving

an obstacle course on Devine Street as they head toward Garners Ferry Boulevard.

It's also got drivers asking when all six lanes will be back open again. 

Every day thousands of motorists drive along this portion of Devine Street, but that commute is

being slowed down due to a water main break, resulting in traffic chaos.

Drivers face traffic nightmare on
Devine Street in Columbia

Author: Eleanor Tabone (WLTX)

Published: 10:33 PM EST January 11, 2022

Updated: 9:00 AM EST January 12, 2022

Drivers facing traffic nightmare on Devine Street
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RELATED: Water leak reroutes traffic on Devine Street in Columbia

The City of Columbia is responsible for the repairs. Robert Yanity with Columbia Water says

contractors have been awarded the bid, and repairs started Tuesday.

"We had a water main break, an eight inch pipe last week," Yanity said. "It impacted a big area

there."

The traffic issues have affected area merchants, who say their business is down. 

"Right now, it's just repairing the road, wherever there was damage to the road itself from the

water," Yanity said. "We have to go in and take that out, fix the asphalt and the sub dirt

underneath it."

RELATED: South Carolina gets $9.5 million for water and wastewater infrastructure

improvements

With cold temperatures predicted, Yanity says repair work could be delayed. "Asphalt doesn't

go down well in colder temperatures."

The South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) is pitching in to help. "SCDOT has

just provided them with cones to help with traffic control," said SCDOT spokesperson Brittany

Harriot.

The six lanes are now down to two, with drivers having to merge on Devine Street until they

reach the light at Rosewood Drive.  

The city says repairs could cost upwards of a $140,000 and it's not going to be a quick fix. "It

could be up to two or three weeks," Yanity said.

Columbia Police reported a collision last Thursday evening, but cannot say whether it's the

direct result of the water main break.

Water main break reroutes tra�c, boil water advisoryWater main break reroutes tra�c, boil water advisory
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